Abstract-We are in front of an evolution from traditional human-computer interactions to a kind of intense exchange between the human user and new generation of artificial systems. These systems can be virtual, Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs), or real systems robots. We call these systems "artificial companions" that is to say systems with which the user wants to build a kind of life-long relationship.
I. INTRODUCTION
Designing a digital device that must interact with human is a difficult task because behind the quality of the service provided by the device, the human needs to accept to use the system. This problem of acceptability is studied from a long time. In this paper we want to propose a synthesis of acceptability criteria, to give guide line for the design of new product especially in the special case of artificial companion.
Human computer interaction is having a big evolution in these last years. The system is not any more an interface with a mouse and graphical objects moving on a screen but a set of multi-modal sensors that captures the position, acceleration, the voice … coupled with virtual Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs)-or real affective robots building a "embodied system". Then the some new capabilities are essential: gestures, facial expressions, gaze … to build expressive systems able to express emotions, personality and presence. With this kind of new systems the human is not anymore "using" it but build a kind of relationship and the system is not anymore a tool but an "artificial companion".
In this paper, the section 2 will review criteria usually used to study the acceptability of digital interfaces. We present the practical and social acceptability and the consequences on the study of these interfaces with two dimensions of static criteria and dynamic criteria.
The section 3 will focus on digital machine that works with human to modify the environment, such ECA's or robots. This "co-activity" introduces new dimensions such cooperation between the human and the companion. This cooperation implies new dimensions for the acceptability, which are described.
The section 4 proposes to merge the criteria coming from interfaces and robots to give the significant dimensions of the acceptability problem for artificial companion.
Consequently, in section 5 we present the four minimal modules that must be integrated in the software architecture of the artificial companion to take into account all the criteria.
II. FROM HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
In this section we want to look to the evolution of the interaction with digital systems. The way of interaction is evolving with the use. For text edition or data management, windows with mouse or a pointing device are enough. But for new kind of applications, like psychological enrichment for instance or emotional interaction then other kind of interaction are expected.
In front of this evolution the problem of acceptability of these new systems is essential. The paper of Davis & al [1] is a starting point of the study of this problem with the introduction of the TAM Technology Acceptance Model. Nielsen [2] , in 1993, proposed a model of system acceptability (figure 1). We can see in this model that the acceptability is very oriented on the use of the system, not on human dimensions. Utility and Usability are the roots of the model. Just the satisfaction is mentioned but not really developed. In a second level of human-computer interactions, the usefulness of the interface is no longer the central notion, but the interaction becomes the fundamental point. This interaction is studied in four dimensions. HCI is characterized by:
• Use and context of computers: human social organization and work, application areas, humanmachine fit and adaptation From the point of view of acceptability of the interface of the robot by the human, these challenges are by a majority linked to social acceptability as developed by Ajzek [5] (figure 3). As will be shown, they are no longer sufficient when considering significant human-system interaction. By significant interaction we mean interaction between a human and an intelligent real or virtual system which changes the quality of human life: for instance at home for disabled people. In this case, the problem is not to perform a task but to "feel good". This interaction introduces a new dimension which is no longer functional, but psychological. The issue then is creating an intelligent system that is "socially credible" (figure 4). [7] .
In a previous work [7] we introduced two concepts. First is the "social credibility" (figure 4) between the human and his virtual system. It is based on social psychology works and it is well described in [8, 9] . The notion of personal identity is the key of the credibility. A artificial system must express identity based on knowledge, values, personality and physical features like size, color ... The interaction of identities to have a significant interaction from which the relationship can be built. From psychology applied to interaction in computer science, Brangier & all [14] define a list of criteria to measure persuasive dimensions. They are divided in two groups : static and dynamic criteria.
Static criteria
There are four dimensions Credibility. It is the ability of the interface to inspire confidence and to make the user trust in the veracity of its information. It depends on reputation and notoriety. The credibility is stated in four components: Trustworthiness, Expertise, Trustfulness and Legitimacy. Privacy. It is the security of personal data and the preservation of personal integrity. The privacy concerns: Safeness, Law respect feeling, Confidentiality. Personalization. It is the concept of customization of the digital entity. The personalization includes: individualization and group membership. Attractiveness. It is the use of aesthetics to create a positive emotion. Attractiveness has three components: Emotional appeal, Call to action and Tunneling design.
Dynamic criteria
There are four dimensions.
Solicitation It is refers to the first stage which initiates the relationship. It distinguish three elements: allusion, suggestion and teasing. Initiation It refers to elements of the media that allow the first user-initiated. These elements may take the form of phishing and piloting the first steps. Commitment It means that system continues to involve user through a process. Figure 4 : Measuring persuasive dimensions in interfaces [14] We see here that the problem is to evaluate computers interfaces but not artificial companion because the dimension of "doing together" or "act together" some task is not taken into account. Let's now look to social robot research.
III. FROM SOCIAL ROBOT
Following the ideas of C.Breazhal [6] , we think that a robot could become a social object if we add some specific capabilities. We can then apply this companions [17] :
• The first capability would be social-cognitive skills. This means that the companion must appreciate : motivations, beliefs, norms, needs and all other mental states which are the proper of the behavior of a human • The second capability is related to communication.
The language used must be accessible and the enriched over long period of time because the communication is a co-construction. This is the base to build relationships • The co-construction needs to have learning abilities. The mental state of the person is evolving based on his proper knowledge. The companion must follow this evolution to maintin the quality of the relationship • Stress and pleasure are cirterias that the companion must also take into account in the context of heavy interaction [7] Lastly the relationship between the companion and the human must bring to this last one fun. By this we mean being able to generate surprise and positive emotions when acting.
Over the social aspect the interaction with a robot is seen in [15] with its functionality has one of the dimension.
Based on this, we can now look to the team robots and humans and look to the dimensions proposed in this research area.
If we have in mind to build a team of entities working together then we have to worry about the required properties. In their paper [4] four basic items are identifies and ten challenges are associated.
We can summarize their work in some requirements that the artificial companion must have.
Basic common background
The expectations of each member of the team must be the same or compatibles. The knowledge must have common roots. The social rules are shared. This means that the way of being, acting or speaking must respect the good manners
Goal
The general goal must be common between the members of the team. From the dynamical point of view this means that the goal must be expressed at the beginning and checked during the evolution of the work. Some intermediary goals can be based on team member expectation.
Predictability
During the common work it is essential to feel (and to be of course) secure. To reduce the stress of human the robot or the system must be predictable. This prediction is obtained by a preplanning of actions and by the explicit activity. The planning introduce the problems of leadership (who is, when) and negotiation
Here again, we can notice that the system is shown under performance and efficiency criteria, which are very deterministic. The mutual predictability protects from surprises coming either from the activity of the system or from the human.
Social acceptability is no doubt significant, but if we go ahead, and turn to "companions", that is to say robots or Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) with which the user wants to build a kind of life-long relationship, it is not sufficient and we must go beyond this concept of system acceptance.
Companion robots and companion agents both represent a new form of interaction with machines. Ideally, human users simply use natural language, and these companions, either virtual or physical, are endowed with refined communication capabilities and emotional expressivity. They are more natural, and closer to the human user. For ECA researchers, believability is a central concept. ECAs must be believable or credible; the most general of these terms is used to describe anything we accept as true, even in the absence of absolute proof. As stated by Bates [9] , believability includes the appearance of reactivity, goals, situated social competence and emotions. In this regard, believable ECAs need both rational and emotional skills in order to exhibit a coherent and natural behaviour. Ortony, 2003, said that a major issue is to make an emotional agent a believable emotional agent. The same for companion robots that need to exhibit a coherent and natural behaviour and need to be "affective robots".
Therefore, the challenge for robot researchers and ECA researchers is the same: to build affective interacting companions which are not just practically and socially acceptable, but believable. But what about the interaction between the companion and the user? Even if the companion has refined communication capabilities and multimodal emotional expressivity, is it sufficient? We do not think it is, and we propose to overcome interaction and communication to go towards the concepts of impacting relation.
IV. ARTIFICIAL COMPANION DIMENSIONS
Based on this analysis of interface evaluation and social functional aspects of robots we propose to summarize the design of acceptable robot with some new dimensions
We believe the artificial companion must respect all the static criteria defined in figure 4 . But to take into account social dimensions and functional dimensions in team work, we propose to add new criteria in the existing list of dynamic criteria. if the user and the companion have to realize a task together then: goals must be defined and accepted together, role of each member must be define, the dangers and responsibilities in the task also.. Action: like precised in static criteria expertise imply that is a task is performed it is well done (secure, reliable). In a dynamic context the task must be done with a speed compatible with human to avoid making him afraid or without noise. A displacement in the space must take into account the presence of the human. Engagement: during the co-activity human/companion the companion must check that the human is still engaged in the process, verify that the goal did not change for him, and what is the status to the goal. Intention/predictability: to avoid accident or miss understanding the companion must be clear about his intention making him understandable and predictable by the human. Emotional state: the companion must monitor the emotional state of the human for instance to wait if the human is getting tiered or to prevent a stress. Sincerity: to maintain the commitment of the human in task he must perceive the companion as sincere. This dimension avoid also stress Directability: the human can be the leader the task or the follower. This is a difficult part because it is linked to the trust you can have in the companion (can you accept to be directed by him) and also on the power authorized for him. Can he decide for you? Can he get anger against you? Negotiation: is the counterpart of the directability. It we accept that the companion takes decisions we must be able to negotiate if we don't feel the decision as a right decision.
V. FOUR DIMENSIONS FOR SOFTWARE
Based on the previous sections we can describe the four necessary modules that must be present in software architecture for an acceptable artificial companion. We do not discuss here the dependencies of these modules.
Goal management
It is the place where the general schedule between all the potential tasks to be realised is decided. It answers the questions: What is the actual goal ? Do we agree on this goal ? How to reach this goal ? Who is doing what in this task?. Due to this last question it is the place where negotiation is possible. The goal management must be aware of the general situation of the person and the environment. For instance, if a task is performed and someone enters in the room then this event might generate a switch to another task. Then a new task manager must be activated.
Task management
Here is the place where the plan proposed by the goal manager is executed. It looks to the progression of the plan and adapts the plan to local constraints. It verifies if all participants are working for the goal. It estimates the existence of potential dangerous situation. It verify the engagement of the human in the task. A set of task manager is present and one is active, the one running with the human, and the other one are suspended depending on event of the environment.
Emotional state management
The human model will take care of the comfort of the human. The stress reduction will be provided be predictability of the companion action. The tiredness of the human is measure and conflict avoidance taken into account. This emotional state computing is depending of the task running. For instance is the task is dangerous then the stress potentially increased. So the goal managers provides important informations on the property of the running task and the task manager gives informations on the actual situation of the task.
Communication
The specific vocabulary associated to the on-going task is used. This vocabulary can be verbal or non-verbal. The communication respects social norms. It is also the place where the authority is expressed based on the power repartition over the task.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a set of four necessary modules for software architecture to compute an artificial companion. This set is founded on an analysis of the criteria's used to analyse the interaction of human an digital devices and on dimensions of team coordination between man and robots.
